
Social Learning Through Networks:

The Adoption of New Agricultural Technologies in Ghana∗

The adoption of new technology is a central feature of the transformation of farming systems

during the process of economic development. There is a rich tradition of social science

research, therefore, on the adoption of new technologies (Evenson and Westphal; Feder, Just

and Zilberman). Much of this research has focused on the problem faced by individual

farmers as they decide whether to adopt a potentially proÞtable new technology. How do

farmers learn about a new technology?

There are many possible sources of information about the new technology (Rogers). A

farmer may learn from his or her own experimentation with the technology. Advice and

technical information may be available from the extension service or the media. If there

are many farmers in somewhat similar circumstances, then the process of learning about

the new technology may be social. Farmers may learn about the characteristics of the new

technology from their neighbors� experiments.

There is a natural way of thinking about this process of �social learning� that has mo-

tivated much of the existing work on the topic (Besley and Case; Foster and Rosenzweig;

Munshi). Consider the village (or other appropriate social group) as a unit of learning

engaged in a process of collective experimentation. Each farmer in the village observes the

farming activities of each of the other farmers, including of course those who are experiment-

ing with the new technology. Each farmer then updates his or her own opinion regarding the

technology using this information, makes decisions regarding cultivation for the next season,



and the learning process continues. There are two important assumptions about the nature

of social learning in this story. First, each farmer receives information on the outcomes

of experiments from every other farmer in the village. Second, each farmer observes other

farmers� experiments with no loss of information. Few would argue (and none of the cited

authors argue) that these assumptions are literally true, but they seem to be a reasonable

starting point for a discussion of learning about agricultural technology in a village context.

However, both assumptions are strongly contradicted by data from pineapple farmers in a

set of Ghanaian villages.

Learning About a New Technology in Ghana

Over the past decade, in part of Ghana�s Eastern region, an established system of maize

and cassava intercropping for sale to urban consumers has begun to be replaced by intensive

production of pineapple for export to European markets. An important component of this

transformation is the adoption of agricultural chemicals that were not used in the previous

farming system. In this paper, we consider how farmers in this area might learn about the

appropriate use of fertilizer in this new farming system.

A survey was conducted of approximately 450 individuals in four clusters of villages in

Ghana�s Eastern Region over a period of 21 months in 1996-1998.1 Two aspects of the data

are relevant here. First, plot level data on inputs and outputs was collected at frequent

intervals from the respondents. Second, a variety of data on farmer interactions was collected.

For example, data was collected on respondents� knowledge of inputs and outputs on the

plots of other respondents and on respondents� conversations about farming (and speciÞcally

about fertilizer) with other farmers. These data provide direct evidence regarding the
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assumptions that underlie the canonical model of social learning in village settings.

It does not appear to be the case that farmers learn from all other farmers in their

village. Each respondent was matched randomly with 10 other farmers in his/her village.

In only 11 percent of these matches had one of the two individuals ever received advice about

farming from the other. In 30 percent of the matches, the respondent indicates that he could

approach the other farmer for advice about fertilizer. Respondents are able to provide some

information on harvests and inputs used on approximately 7 percent of random matches

between respondents and pineapple plots cultivated by other farmers in the village. Thus,

it is better to characterize information regarding farming as ßowing through a relatively

sparse social network rather than being freely available in the village. Perhaps this is most

effectively demonstrated through Þgure 1, which depicts the communication network among

our sample from one of the survey villages. Information links between farmers are indicated

by the edges of the graph.2 Similar graphs can be drawn for the other villages and for

other deÞnitions of information exchange and the general pattern is unchanged. Farmers

learn through social networks and the constituent links are not based solely on geographic

proximity.

Farmers often have only limited information regarding the inputs used and output har-

vested by the limited number of other farmers with whom they communicate. A communi-

cation link is deÞned to exist in the approximately seven percent of random matches between

respondents and pineapple plots cultivated by other farmers in which the respondent is able

to provide some information regarding inputs or outputs on the other plot. In less then a

third of these cases is the respondent able to provide a quantitative estimate of the amount
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of any chemical input applied, or of the number or value of pineapples harvested. In most

cases, the respondent is able to provide only relative information regarding the other farmers�

actions. For example, the respondent often does not know the other farmer�s actual harvest

or input use; instead he knows only if the other farmer harvested more or less pineapples

than the village average, or than the respondent himself.

The evidence from these Ghanaian villages indicates that farmers know little about inputs

or outputs on the plots of most farmers in the village. Instead, information ßows through

relatively restricted channels, with each farmer learning about new technology from a few

sources. Moreover, even with respect to this limited number of direct contacts information

is not always perfect: farmers are more likely to know broad facts (e.g., the other farmer

had a particularly good harvest) rather than speciÞc details. Our purpose in the remainder

of this paper is to examine some of the implications for optimal learning behavior when (a)

information is incomplete and (b) ßows through networks.

Examples of Social Learning

This section describes a simple model of learning about optimal inputs. The basic form

of this model is that farmers know the production technology up to the distribution of an

optimal or target input. Suppose that each farmer has the following technology and that

each operates it on one plot, for simplicity in notation. On farmer i�s plot, a single input

(fertilizer) fi,t is chosen at time t and the following period output qi,t+1 is produced. The

amount of output is random because the ex post optimal level of the input is random, given

by a �target input� variable θi,t+1 that for simplicity we take to be IID across agents and time.

We assume the loss associated with suboptimal inputs is quadratic: qi,t+1 = λ−(fit − θi,t+1)2 .
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Further suppose that the distribution of the target input shock is known by all farmers to

be normally distributed with known variance V and unknown expected value m. So farmers

have only the expected value of the target input shock, m, to learn.

The farmer�s problem is to choose input fi.t given his beliefs. We model farmers as acting

simultaneously in choosing fi.t so that others� choices are only observable in the following

period. In this target input model, there are no strategic nor experimental motivations for

a farmer to vary his use of inputs. Farmers are assumed to know the form of the production

function, therefore the same information is revealed by any level of input use, so the optimal

strategy is to choose fi,t to maximize proÞts. For simplicity of exposition, we assume that

inputs are costless. The assumption of quadratic loss from having suboptimal inputs implies

that the optimal choice of inputs is the expectation of θ with respect to his subjective prior

distribution. So the optimal input choice in period 1 for farmer i is fi,1 = Ei,1(θi,2).

In this note, we model farmers� beliefs about m in a Bayesian framework so that they

have a subjective prior distribution over values of m and learning is identiÞed with updating

these priors. We consider Þrst an example of a two-farmer village where both farmers are in

direct communication with each other. We also suppose that each farmer observes without

error the realization of θ for himself as well as his information neighbor. The second example

illustrates the process of social learning when networks matter, that is, when not all farmers

are in direct communication with each other. Finally, the last example illustrates the impact

of limited observability on updating rules when all farmers directly communicate with each

other.

Full Information
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In example one, suppose there are two farmers A and B in communication with each other.

Assume that each farmer has full information ex post about his own and the other�s realiza-

tion of θ. It should be noted that the form of the production function implies that knowledge

of inputs and outputs is not sufficient to deduce θ; it must also be the case that each farmer

knows on which side of the optimal θ his fertilizer use fell. This is a general problem with

production functions with an interior optimal input choice.3 Suppose each farmer starts out

in period zero with priors N(bm0,σ
2
0). Farmer i

0s period zero actions will be fi,0 = bm0. In

period 1, each farmer will update beliefs with the information revealed that period: θA,1 and

θB,1. The updated bmA,1 will be a weighted average of the θ observations and bm0 where the

weights depend on the known variance of θ, V, and the precision of the prior, σ−20 . Optimal

actions will then be equal to this updated expectation. For farmer A:

1. fA,1 = bmA,1 =
σ20

σ20+
V
2

[1
2
(θA,1 + θB,1)] +

V
2

σ20+
V
2

bm0

This example is simple to generalize to N farmers, and illustrates that with full infor-

mation, neighbors� experiments are just as informative as a farmer�s own experiments and

so they have a symmetric impact upon beliefs. It illustrates the principle that with full in-

formation, a farmer�s beliefs in any period depend only upon his priors and the realizations

of θ by anyone in his information neighborhood. Neither the identity of the farmer nor the

ordering of the realizations has any effect on posterior beliefs.

Communication Networks

In Ghana, learning occurs through social networks rather than in the context of the collective

experiment illustrated above. What are the implications for learning when not all farmers
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are in communication with all other farmers? Suppose there are three farmers A,B and C,

and that A communicates only with B, C communicates only with B, and B communicates

with both A and C. Assume as in the Þrst example that each farmer has full information

about the experiments of farmers with whom he communicates.

Consider the optimal period 1 actions of farmers A and B after they update their beliefs

with the information available to them after the Þrst period�s θs are revealed. A updates

his beliefs to:

2. fA,1 = bmA,1 =
σ20

σ20+
V
2

[1
2
(θA,1 + θB,1)] +

V
2

σ20+
V
2

bm0

while B now believes

3. fB,1 = bmB,1 =
σ20

σ20+
V
3

[1
3
(θA,1 + θB,1 + θC,1)] +

V
3

σ20+
V
3

bm0.

Each farmer takes actions fi,1 and then observes outcomes θi2. A knows all the determinants

of fB,1 with the exception of θC1; hence as soon as A observes that B applies fB,1, A can

deduce what B must have learned from C, and hence the outcome of C�s experiment in

period 1. Therefore,

4. fA,2 = bmA,1 =
σ20

σ20+
V
5

[1
5
(θA,2 + θB,2 + θA,1 + θB,1 + θC,1)] +

V
5

σ20+
V
5

bm0.

A and C, therefore, learn of each others� experiments (with a lag) through the impact of

these experiments on the beliefs (and thus actions) of B.

If Farmer A were to use only the information contained in {θA,1, θB,1, θA,2, θB,2}, he would

not have an optimal update of his beliefs because he would omit the information generated by

θC,1. In general, when learning occurs through networks, observation of neighbors� optimal

decisions contains a source of information that is not captured by their target input shock

histories. Moreover, the particular history of realizations of θ now matters because farmer
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A must model farmer B�s updating process in order to deduce farmer B�s observation of

θC,1. If the network structure were to be extended, for example by adding farmer D who

communicates only with farmer C, farmer A would have to extend the depth of his memory

in order to deduce θD,1 and θC,2.

Limited Communication

We now consider how limited information will affect optimal learning behavior. For the sake

of argument, consider two simple ways in which the realization of θ by one farmer may be

imperfectly observable by other farmers. First, it may be observed with noise, so that the

sum of θ plus an additive observation error is observed. Alternatively, only an indicator

of the range of θ may be observed, for example that θ is above or below a certain value.4

In both cases we consider the simple network structure in which two farmers communicate

with each other.

Suppose farmer A observes θA,t perfectly but his observations of farmer B allow him

only to recover θB,t + uB,t where uB,t is independent measurement error with distribution

N(0,
P
). Farmer A will update his beliefs and take action fA,1 :

5. fA,1 = �mA,1 =
σ20(V+Σ)

σ20(V+Σ)+σ
2
0V+V (V+Σ)

[θA,1]

+
σ20V

σ20(V+Σ)+σ
2
0V+V (V+Σ)

[θB,1 + uB,1] +
V (V+Σ)

σ20(V+Σ)+σ
2
0V+V (V+Σ)

�m0.

This is similar to the updating rule in period 1 for the full information case, with the differ-

ence being that the information from neighbors is downweighted relative to the information

available from one�s own experiments. Farmer B�s actions in period 1 are symmetric to those

of farmer A.

Different forms of imperfect information can imply different updating rules. For example,
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suppose farmer A observes only whether θB,t is larger or smaller than a known value θ∗.

Suppose that in period 1 farmer A observes θA,1 and that θB,1 > θ
∗, the likelihood of this

observation will have a density term for the θA,1 information and a cumulative distribution

term due to observation of the event θB,1 > θ
∗. The resulting posterior mean does not to our

knowledge have a closed form solution so we do not present it here. However, it is clear that

it will result in a distinct likelihood and hence different posterior means and actions from

the preceding case where θB,1 is observed with an additive error.

In either case, farmer A can use farmer B�s period 1 actions to deduce additional infor-

mation about the distribution of θ. Returning to the additive error case, notice that fB,1

depends on θB,1 measured without any error, and on θA,1 + uA,1, where uA,1 is independent

of uB,1. Therefore, in period 2, farmer B�s previous action in period 1 will provide farmer A

with more information than was contained in {θA,2, θA,1, θB,2 + uB,2, θB,1 + uB,1}. Similarly,

in the case in which A observed only that θB,1 > θ
∗, farmer B�s action in period 1 depends

upon a precisely observed θB,1 and hence can provide farmer A with additional information

about θB,1. In each instance, farmer A (for example) can infer from B�s actions some of the

information that is directly available to B but not to A.

In the case of incomplete information, just as in the case of learning through networks

discussed above, each farmer therefore Þnds it in his interest to infer additional information

about the distribution of θ from the actions of the other farmer. In order to make this

inference, each farmer must model the learning process of the other farmers with whom

he communicates. When communication occurs through networks, farmer A must reason

how farmer B updates his priors upon receipt of information from farmer C, with whom
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A does not directly communicate. When communication is limited, farmer A must reason

how farmer B learns from his own farming experience, because A directly observes only an

imperfect signal of B�s experience.

Thus we Þnd that social learning involves higher order reasoning by farmers: they care

not only about their own direct observations of realizations of θ, but also about how their

neighbors learn about θ. This adds a layer of additional complexity to the empirical analy-

sis of social learning. When learning occurs through communication networks, or when it

involves less than perfect communication, optimal learning behavior by a farmer involves

keeping track of long histories of actions and experimental outcomes of everyone with whom

that farmer communicates. In general, there are no simple statistics that can summarize the

state of knowledge of a farmer engaged in this process. In the interest of making empirical

work more tractable, researchers might assume that there exist such simple summary statis-

tics. However, when doing so, researchers should recognize that they are in effect assuming

that farmers do not engage in optimal learning behavior, but that they instead use simple

rules of thumb to guide their behavior when innovating.
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Footnotes
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1The dataset is described at http://www.econ.yale.edu/~cru2//ghanadata.html.

2In this graph, we have deÞned information links based on farmers listed in each re-

spondent�s roster of individuals with whom he/she has had a signiÞcant conversations about

farming.

3In general, any target input model implies that the loss is observed, perhaps with error.

Knowledge of the loss generally provides the observer only with knowledge that the realized

θ fell into a set. For example, if output was observed to be x, then θ must have been

f ±√λ− x.
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4It should be noted that imperfect information regarding inputs and outputs of a partic-

ular form (say, additive error in observed output) does not imply a similar form for imperfect

information about θ. This is a consequence of the fact that knowledge of inputs and outputs

only restricts θ to a set, rather than to a point. See footnote 3.
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Figure 1. Roster connections and ave. plot coordinates (village 3)

Note: The circles represent the geographic center of plots for each farmer

in Village 3. The lines connect farmers listed on each other�s roster

of contacts as having had signiÞcant conversations about farming.


